
Afterwards 

lines from trolls and what makes us human or alive or dead finally  
the life politick the body politick the terror politick 

 

Afterward, Found  

I just want to sleep save yourself or you will not be amnesia did he my head to shoulder we treat 
being responsible has nothing to do with being a coma would be nice if you want to be safe walk in 
the middle of the road and you know politics aside if you're a gay woman and you want to sidewalks 
are your friend of a conservative woman and you want to take it all back every few minutes despite 
the thick makeup she'd know those eyes anywhere many men fear being laughed at most the wrong 
what they say about the past became what she is now having peeked into that deserted alley for the 
last heaven is comfort but atrocities refuse to be bury conflict between deny and proclaim the 
restoration of social order symptoms call attention to protean dramatize and often bizarre skin 
farther away which generation has the will to face she said what she had to by pieces die protect the 
future lie until proven honest guilty until come back so she can say yes this time the music takes me 
to the only place only church only romance it already is bigger than schedule dictated blade signs 
faintly touch take it all long horizontal words cut beg make what constitutes above coercion 
acceptable no matter how much evil light everyone darkness danged upset packed rotting crowded 
resisting hollers direct destroyed disappear do consider hatred hating consumed flake & smoke faded 
jeans baggy shirt oversize desaparecidos knew justice will out when you hear it run faster I 

 

Afterward, Said 

If scotch cupboard carpet coffeetable cock stupid cunt care create commence conflict candle cull 
curious compute compel central control constant clear confusion common cancel collect complete 
conundrum constant complaint coach cohort contribute critical call coincident collage cost scotch 
cupboard carpet coffeetable cock stupid cunt command calendar club conceptualism compare 
cranky crest camelback chronological culture count no conduct characteristic cab-forward cliché 
cackling cadmium cameo calculus cankerous cadence continuing canticle core scotch cupboard 
carpet coffeetable cock stupid cunt cellularly c-axis cents citrus accede colonial imbecile insignificant 
chosen locus composite appreciate apocalyptic american chant shriek articulation 
acknowledge accept inconcrete inculcate scenery misdirected ridicule police poker helicopter 
facilitation undecided soliloquy If  
 

because  



 

Afterword 

I Mr. Buckley, let me explain it this way. You importuning, impecunious prick. You implacably 
impossible motherfucker. You have all that, and impunity, too. Or so. Say. I. 

 




